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About GRI 



Sustainability Reporting

Sustainability reporting is an organization’s 

practice of reporting publicly on its 

economic, environmental, and/or social impacts, 

and hence its contributions - positive or 

negative - towards the goal of sustainable 

development.



Actors in the ESG Reporting Landscape

Report Issuers Standards and 
Frameworks*

Data 
Aggregators

Analysts and 
Ratings

Data 
Consumers

* Definitions:
• Framework: A set of principles and guidance for “how” a report is structured
• Standards: Specific, replicable and detailed requirements for “what” should be reported for each topic  
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Evolving Corporate Reporting Landscape
ESG and financial disclosures are converging

ESG Finance

FRAMEWORK STANDARD FRAMEWORK STANDARD

Global, Environmental Focus

Global, Comprehensive ESG

Climate &
Integration
Focused

Integration 
Focused

US Focused

Global
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The ESG Industry

Data Aggregators Analysts and Ratings 

Consulting and Assurance Software and Training 



Who we are

• GRI is the independent international organization that helps 

businesses, governments and other organizations understand 

and communicate their sustainability impacts.

• Impacts includes critical issues such climate change, human 

rights, governance and social well-being.

• GRI is headquartered in Amsterdam, Netherlands, with a 

network of regional hubs providing a global presence.



Our mission

To empower decisions that create social, 

environmental and economic benefits for everyone.

A thriving global community that lifts humanity and 

enhances the resources on which all life depends.

Our vision



Our focus areas

Create standards and 
guidance to advance 

sustainable 
development

1 2

Harmonize the 
sustainability 
landscape

3

Lead efficient and 
effective sustainability 

reporting

4

Drive effective use 
of sustainability 
information to 

improve performance



The GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards 
Getting started 



The GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards 
Topic-Specific Standards

201 Economic 
Performance

202 Market Presence
203 Indirect Economic 

Impacts
204 Procurement 

Practices
205 Anti-corruption
206 Anti-competitive 

Behavior

301 Materials
302 Energy
303 Water
304 Biodiversity
305 Emissions
306 Effluents and Waste
307 Environmental 

Compliance
308 Supplier 

Environmental 
Assessment 

401 Employment
402 Labor/Management 

Relations
403 Occupational Health 

and Safety
404 Training and Education
405 Diversity and Equal 

Opportunity
406 Non-discrimination
407 Freedom of 

Association and 
Collective Bargaining

408 Child Labor
409 Forced or Compulsory 

Labor

410 Security Practices
411 Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples
412 Human Rights 

Assessment
413 Local Communities
414 Supplier Social 

Assessment 
415 Public Policy
416 Customer Health and 

Safety
417 Marketing and Labeling
418 Customer Privacy
419 Socioeconomic 

Compliance 



Our impact

131

33,000+22

57,000+
100 315

500

75%61 250

6850

57 500

around



GRI’s global presence 

Regional Hubs Country desks/regional representation 

89

1

2

4

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

3

2

Number of staff (total 109)



Sustainable Trade and Investment through 
Reporting (STIR)



STIR: a GRI-DFAT collaboration
Objectives and scope

Envisioned impact

“Increased corporate transparency to drive sustainable trade, 
ultimately leading to greater stability and reduced poverty in the 

Indo-Pacific Region.”

Program contribution

1. Supporting stock exchanges and capital market regulators 
to create a conducive environment for market transparency.

2. Increased transparency in supply chains by training listed 
companies to collect data on their sustainability impacts.

2017 – 2020 

Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, the Philippines, Vietnam, and Indonesia.



STIR: a GRI-DFAT collaboration
Approach

Supporting stock exchanges and capital market regulators 

- Awareness raising

- Support in ESG guidance development

- Collaboration on training for listed companies

Capacity building among listed companies

- Training on reporting according to the GRI Standards

- Tailored training to respond to stock exchange/regulator ESG 
guidance

- Deep-dives on sustainability topics such as the SDGs



*GRI normally “closes” the reporting numbers for a given calendar year in May-June of the following year; hence GRI is still in the process of completing the 
2019 publication year.   

Source of data: GRI Sustainability Disclosure Database (SDD) and back-end of GRI Standards Reports Registration system. The latter reports are not yet 
publically available. Retrieved 9 January 2020. The data is collected by GRI in collaboration with its data partners and captures all reports of which GRI is aware. 

Sustainability reporting trends
STIR countries + Singapore and Malaysia, 2013-2018*
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*GRI normally “closes” the reporting numbers for a given calendar year in May-June of the following year; hence GRI is still in the process of completing the 
2019 publication year.   

Source of data: GRI Sustainability Disclosure Database (SDD) and back-end of GRI Standards Reports Registration system. The latter reports are not yet 
publically available. Retrieved 9 January 2020. The data is collected by GRI in collaboration with its data partners and captures all reports of which GRI is aware. 

Sustainability reporting trends
Average of STIR countries + Singapore and Malaysia, 2008-2018*
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STIR achievements



Issuance of ESG guidance
During STIR, GRI collaborated on the following ESG guidance documents:

Bangladesh

“Guidance on 
Sustainability Reporting 
for Listed Companies” 

Dhaka Stock Exchange

March 2019

Focusses on how to 
start sustainability 

reporting

The Philippines

“Memorandum Circular 
No. 4: Sustainability 

Reporting Guidelines for 
Publicly-Listed 
Companies”

Securities and Exchange 
Commission

February 2019

First reports expected 
April 2020

Highlight: UNCTAD 
ISAR Honours for the 

Philippines SEC

Sri Lanka
“Communicating 
Sustainability: Six 

Recommendations for 
listed Companies”

Colombo Stock Exchange

March 2019

Updated guidance (2018) 

Presents ESG 
communication 

strategies aimed at 
investors

All guidance build on 
the GRI Standards 

and other internationally 
accepted Standards for 
non-financial reporting



GRI Stock Exchange Roundtable
Knowledge exchange among stock exchanges, 21 August 2019

Objective

• Promote the agenda of driving sustainability practices by listed 
companies in Asia through knowledge sharing and networking among 
stock exchanges.

Attendees

Stock exchanges
• STIR: representatives from Colombo, Dhaka, Indonesia, and the 

Philippines.
• Other: Representatives from Bombay and Singapore.

Other attendees
• 5 representatives from GRI.
• Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of the Philippines.
• Australian government’s treasury department representative.



Challenges facing Asian stock exchanges
Attendees raised challenges to implementing reporting policy

Awareness of ESG issues

• Sustainability is not always a priority: in Sri Lanka, only 26% of 
companies view it favourably. 

• Low response rate: only 1/3 of the listed companies on the Dhaka 
Stock Exchange responded to their outreach on the topic.

Relevance for companies

• Companies continue to view it as a box-ticking exercise.

• There is a demand for uncovering a clear relationship between 
reporting and improved earnings.

Capacity to support sustainability programs

• Cost, both for the company and the exchanges, was mentioned by all 
attendees as a barrier.

• Adding to this is a lack of financial services provided by the 
government in this area. 



Moving forward in the region
Attendees made recommendations on how to tackle the challenges.

ESG-focused indices

• Sri Lanka and Philippines exchanges want to produce an ESG index.

• Objective: promote competition among PLCs on ESG performance.

Trainings

• Demand for trainings and guides for investors.

• Follow-up workshops to build on the momentum of initial trainings. 

• Training civil society to communicate the importance of ESG topics.

Harmonising reporting frameworks

• There exists a risk of confusion among companies over different 
reporting methods.

• However, caution was advised: issuance of more linkage documents 
could add to the confusion. 



Role of private sector in achieving the SDGs



The SDGs explained
A snapshot of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals 

United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
26

http://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/sustainable-development-goals


The SDGs explained
An introduction to the UN Sustainable Development Goals

• Can business and governments take action? How?
• How can business and governments track their progress in advancing the 

SDGs?

OVERALL CHALLENGES

• Governments are expected to take ownership and establish national 
frameworks to achieve the SDGs.

• Business, civil society and others are expected to contribute to meeting the 
SDGs.

HOW WILL THEY BE IMPLEMENTED?

• A set of 17 goals and 169 targets adopted by world leaders at the UN to 
end poverty, fight inequality and tackle climate change by 2030.

• The SDGs call for action by ALL countries and stakeholders (including 
business), but are primarily designed for governments.

WHAT ARE THEY?

27



Global action to advance the SDGs
Likelihood of meeting the SDGs

The SDGs ROW BRISE CHINA OECD USA

1. No poverty

2. Zero hunger

3. Good health and well-being

4. Quality education

5. Gender equality

6. Clean water and sanitation

7. Affordable and clean energy

8. Decent work and economic growth

9. Industry, innovation and infrastructure

10. Reduced inequality

11. Sustainable cities and communities

12. Resp. consumption and production

13. Climate action

14. Life below water

15. Life on land

16. Peace, justice and strong institutions

17. Partnerships for goals Not enough data to assess

“United Nations Global 
Compact Progress 

Report”,  UN Global 
Compact, 2017

Goal likely to be 
reached

Goal likely not to be 
reached and less than 
50% chance it will be 

reached

Goal likely not to 
be reached, but 
still more than 

50% chance

28

http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/SDG/SDG%20Research_FINAL.pdf
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/publications/UN%20Impact%20Brochure_Concept-FINAL.pdf
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Asia and the Pacific SDG Progress Report 2019

On its current trajectory, Asia and the Pacific will not achieve 
any of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) by 
2030.

Little progress has been made on the following:
• Ending hunger (Goal 2),
• Supporting industry, innovation and infrastructure (Goal 9)
• Reducing inequalities (Goal 10),
• Building sustainable cities and communities (Goal 11) 
• Combating climate change (Goal 13), 
• Protecting life below water  (Goal 14) and life on land (Goal 15)
• Supporting peace, justice and strong institutions (Goal 16).
Negative trends have been registered on the following: 
• Clean water and sanitation (Goal 6)
• Ensuring decent work and economic growth (Goal 8)
• Supporting responsible consumption and production (Goal 12).

The Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP)
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The SDGs and business
How can business contribute to the SDGs

“United Nations Global 
Compact Progress 

Report”,  UN Global 
Compact, 2017

Which of the SDGs do 
you believe your 

industry can 
contribute most to?

http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/sustainability/SDG/SDG%20Research_FINAL.pdf
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/publications/UN%20Impact%20Brochure_Concept-FINAL.pdf


SDGs and the private sector
Figures on companies referring to the SDGs in the report 

WBCSD, Reporting Matters Report, 2017 KPMG, The road ahead, 2017 

79% acknowledge 
the SDGs in 
some way 

45% align their 
strategy to 
the SDGs

43% of G250 reporters link CR 
activities to the SDGs

39% of N100 reporters link CR 
activities to the SDGs

31

http://docs.wbcsd.org/2017/10/WBCSD_Reporting_matters_2017_interactive.pdf
https://home.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/campaigns/csr/pdf/CSR_Reporting_2017.pdf


The business case for the SDGs
Economic rewards

Pricing environmental externalities would
increase the value of market opportunities
by another 40%

$12 trillion in savings and revenue and 
up to 380 million jobs around the 
world by 2030

Over 50% of this value 
can be unlocked in 
developing countries

“Better Business, Better World”, Business & Sustainable Development Commission, 2017
32

http://report.businesscommission.org/
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Recommendations for creating investor-relevant reporting 

“In Focus: Addressing Investor Needs in Business Reporting on the SDGs”, GRI, 2017

https://www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/addressing-investor-needs-SDGs-reporting.pdf
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Recommendations for creating investor-relevant reporting 
Continued

“In Focus: Addressing Investor Needs in Business Reporting on the SDGs”, GRI, 2017

https://www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/addressing-investor-needs-SDGs-reporting.pdf
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Progress on adoption of SDGs

“How to report on the SDGs: 
What good looks like and 

why it matters”, KPMG, 2018

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/xx/pdf/2018/02/how-to-report-on-sdgs.pdf


The Power of Corporate Sustainability Reporting

• The practice of disclosing sustainability information inspires 
accountability, helps identify and manage risks, and enables 
organizations to seize new opportunities.

• Reporting supports companies to protect the environment and 
improve society,  thrive economically by improving governance and 
stakeholder relations, enhancing reputation and building trust.

GRI is committed to:

• Enable businesses to identify and communicate their contribution to 
the SDGs

• engage more businesses to report as a response to the SDGs

• support reporting aligned with the SDGs



SDG 12.6 Live Tracker 
Track the progress of sustainability reporting around the world 

SDG Target 12.6: “Encourage companies, especially large 
and transnational companies, to adopt 
sustainable practices and to integrate sustainability 
information into their reporting cycle”

• The database presents policy development and 
sustainability reporting data for each country around 
the world

• Search by country, region, sector, size of the company, 
year and report type

• Developed by GRI and Tata 
Consultancy Services http://database.globalreporting.org/SDG-12-6

http://database.globalreporting.org/SDG-12-6


The role of sustainability reporting in advancing the SDGs
Why does reporting matter?

Now is the time for business to shape and influence
what will be tracked and reported. 

Governments will be demanding 
more data from business

Tracking progress will be key to 
the success of the SDGs

38



Evolution of corporate sustainability: 
Stages of integrating sustainability in business



Stages to corporate sustainability

https://sustainabilityadvantage.com/2010/07/27/the-5-stage-sustainability-journey/



How do companies move from PROFIT FOCUS to  
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESSES and to USE  BUSINESS 
AS A FORCE FOR GOOD? 

• What are the solutions should businesses implement 
to catalyse organizational transformation into 
sustainable development?

• Is there a process of organisational change towards 
integrating sustainability into corporations? 

• What are the key factors that influence the integration 
of sustainability and their effect on organisational
change?



Spectrum of organizational change to sustainability

Status quo Reform Transformation

Narayanan V & Adams C A (2017) Transformative change towards sustainability: the interaction between organisational
discourses and organisational practices, Accounting and Business Research, 47 (3) 334-368



How do companies move from PROFIT FOCUS to  
SUSTAINABLE BUSINESSES and to USE  BUSINESS 
AS A FORCE FOR GOOD? 

• “Enabling such integration from an organisational
management perspective is not straightforward, due to 
complexities and conflicts associated with balanced 
integration of economic, environmental and social 
agendas” (Bastas & Liayanage, 2019)

• “The literature on organisation change and social and 
environmental sustainability (as well as organisational
change more generally) suggests that change is messy, 
non-linear and often unpredictable” (Broadbent and 
Laughlin, 2005; Bebbington and Fraser, 2014).

Narayanan V & Adams C A (2017) Transformative change towards sustainability: the interaction 
between organisational discourses and organisational practices, Accounting and Business 
Research, 47 (3) 334-368



Pathways to organisational change 

:

a) Morphostatic change (also referred to as “first order” change): 
the organisation’s core values and beliefs are left unchanged, with 
changes occurring in the design archetypes and in some cases sub-
systems; and

b) Morphogenetic change (or “second order”) change, where 
interpretive schemes are changed by the jolt/kick from the external 
environment or ‘environmental disturbance’ and flow through to 
changes in the sub-systems and design archetypes.

Narayanan V & Adams C A (2017) Transformative change towards sustainability: the interaction between 
organisational discourses and organisational practices, Accounting and Business Research, 47 (3) 334-368



Sustainability Stages Model
Roadmap for integrated sustainability 

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/lead/roadmap/roadmap-five-sustainability-stages.pdf



Stages to corporate sustainability

Mitigate risks
Protect the brand

Capture opportunities
Resource optimization

Do the right thing
Value creation

https://sustainabilityadvantage.com/2018/07/01/mapping-the-three-justifications-to-the-five-stage-sustainability-journey/

Reactive Proactive and strategic



Integrating sustainability

Narayanan V & Adams C A (2017) Transformative change towards sustainability: the interaction between organisational discourses and organisational
practices, Accounting and Business Research, 47 (3) 334-368

• Organisations are inherently  resistant to change unless there is a definite need 
for an organisational response

• Integrating sustainability considerations into business decision-making processes 
at the organisational-level, change efforts can be better directed and targeted.

• For deep-seated sustainability related change to be successful the values and 
beliefs of the organisation have to be altered.”

• HOW???



Integrating sustainability

https://www.unglobalcompact.org/docs/issues_doc/lead/roadmap/roadmap-three-lenses-integration.pdf



GRI case studies
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Business case for sustainability reporting
Brings inherent benefits and not just a matter of complying

. 
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Business case for sustainability reporting
Internal benefits

INTERNAL BENEFITS

VISION & STRATEGY 
Companies can set direction by placing their purpose, vision and strategy into the context of global 

sustainability. The sustainability reporting process helps to make this explicit to stakeholders.

MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 
Sustainability management and reporting requires management systems, which improve data quality. 

Tracking data highlights opportunities for improvement, efficiency and cost saving.

STRENGTH & WEAKNESS 
Early warnings of emerging issues can help management seize opportunities or evaluate potentially 

damaging developments early, before they emerge as unwelcome surprises. 

EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION 
Engaging the workforce in sustainability efforts reduces absenteeism, attracts new talent and increases 

productivity through a motivated workforce. It is also a great way to upscale efforts.
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Internal benefits: vision & strategy
Case study: TeaMEnergy

Benefit: Set direction by placing their purpose, vision and strategy into the context of global sustainability

RESULT
‘[Sustainability reporting] serves as your guideline. The challenges you encountered 
in the previous period, you will not encounter them again now. You can see that 
while you are preparing the sustainability report. We do not repeat the same kind 
of mistake

TeaM Energy began the process of reporting on ESG topics in 2008, at 
the bidding of then CEO Frederico Puno, who saw sustainability as an 
integral part of a healthy business. This direction from the top of the 
organization incorporated sustainability into the organization’s vision and 
mission, creating an environment where ESG challenges are investigated, 
monitored and addressed in a systematic way.
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Internal benefits: management systems
Case study: Manila Water

‘Our tracking of sustainability metrics has helped us realize that things 
can be done better. We were able to effect improvements on how we 
do things and we became more efficient, and the quality of our service 
improved, which provides us a financial benefit,’ says Mark Orbos, the 

head of Corporate Planning and Investor Relations for Manila 
Water.

Benefit: Tracking data highlights opportunities for improvement, efficiency and cost saving.

Monitoring and audits of the Manila Waters supply chain and 
procurement departments lead to cost savings of 80 million 

PHP or 1,535,200 USD
RESULT
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Internal benefits: strength & weakness
Case study: TeaMEnergy

Benefit: Seize opportunities or evaluate potentially damaging developments 

RESULT
Unions initially questioned the published revenues and costs as related to union 
member compensation but being transparent about the numbers led to an 
honest understanding of the organization’s financial reality for all stakeholders. 

Although openly reporting on metrics gives stakeholders 
access to information they might not otherwise have, they 
find that the benefits of this transparency outweigh the 
negatives. TeaM Energy found, for instance, that publishing a 
sustainability report helped their employees and unions see 
the business more transparently. 
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Internal benefits: employee motivation
Case study: Manila Water

Benefit: Employee engagement reduces absenteeism, attracts new talent and increases productivity 

RESULT Employees take pride on the work that they do, albeit small, in contributing 
not just in meeting the company’s goals but also to sustainable development 

‘It should become part of the routine as opposed to a separate entity and a report to be 
published. That is our gift. That is what we have done. Every new hire, we have the 
sustainability framework that we indoctrinate them with. They are seeing the chart now 
in their heads, so we started from the moment we hire and then we sustain it 
throughout the tenure of our employees. It needs to be nurtured and it needs to be 
sustained, to use the term. And that is the only way — you have to keep on nurturing 
and raising the bar for it to become part and parcel of the everyday.’
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Business case for sustainability reporting
External benefits

REPUTATION & TRUST 
Proactive and transparent communication about your sustainability efforts builds goodwill, reducing 
reputation risks. It also improves product image, brand name and reputation.

ATTRACTING CAPITAL 
Reducing risk through sustainability management and communication can help signal quality and 
good management, providing potential for new sources of capital and lower costs.

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 
Ongoing learning from the outside-in. Stay up-to-date on the regulatory environment. Sustainability 
reporting is a powerful tool to build or restore trust among stakeholders.

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE 
Customers are looking for suppliers that minimize environmental and social risks. By reporting, 
companies can increase customer satisfaction and loyalty, and access the supply chain.

EXTERNAL BENEFITS
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External benefits: reputation & trust
Case study: TeaMEnergy

Benefit: Improving product image brand name and reputation

TeaM Energy also finds that sustainability reporting can help to address their
reputational risk as a largely coal powered energy company by promoting
transparency and systematically addressing their areas of negative impact. The
report gives them a means to publicly disclose their environmental pollutant
metrics and mitigation activities to ensure that they are compliant with
environmental regulations
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External benefits: attracting capital
Case study: Manila Water

Benefit: Attracting new capital 

‘The [investors] who are interested [in ESG reporting] and who 
ask those questions tend to invest for the long term,’ says COO 
Ferdinand Dela Cruz. ‘They are interested, they have a long view. 
And their share with us tend to be less volatile.’
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External benefits: stakeholder engagement
Case study: Manila Water 

Benefit: Ongoing learning from the outside-in

Throughout their sustainability reporting journey, Manila Water has 
developed a mature management and reporting system that leads them to be 
more efficient in their operations and credible with their stakeholders, while 
working to proactively address their ESG impacts. While they do commit 
resources to the program, they also receive significant benefits, including cost 
savings and improved relationships with stakeholders from customers and 
community members to investors. 
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External benefits: competitive advantage
Case study: Manila Water

Benefit: Increase customer satisfaction and loyalty

Manila Water also finds that customers appreciate the quality of service that 
they cultivate through their management and sustainability programs.  

‘[N]ow that we have [reported] for quite a while, we see that it helps us 
guarantee a certain quality for the service that we give and the products that we 
offer,’ says Mark Orbos. ‘When we go to…a new municipality and we tell them 
we are Manila Water, one of the things that they take to is [our commitment to] 
quality. And that is largely due to the standards that we adhere to.’ 



Integration sustainability in business strategies 



Ayala Corporation Philippines (Conglomerate)

Ayala discloses its overall 
business strategy and aligns 
its targets with the 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) at the goal 
level.

The company links different 
business entities to the 
relevant SDGs at the goal 
level and interlinks them 
with the trends.

Linking strategy, products, services and investments with the SDGs



Ayala Corporation Philippines (Conglomerate)

Ayala discloses the 
beneficial activities and 
services that have a 
positive impact on the 
SDGs. 

Linking strategy, products, services and investments with the SDGs



PTT Global Chemical Public Company Limited Thailand (Chemicals)

PTT Global Chemical’s 
report discloses
how it seeks to produce a 
financial return while also 
creating value for 
communities and promoting 
social and environmental
topics.

Considering the Company’s Value Chain When Prioritizing the SDGs



SM Investment Corporation Philippines (Conglomerate)

SM is committed to taking on an active role in achieving the UN SDGs. From our initial alignment, we have 
taken deliberate steps in identifying  specific targets to focus our strategic investments and initiatives on. 

Interlinking sustainability objectives with multiple SDGs 



The picture can't be displayed.

The picture can't be displayed.

The picture can't be displayed.

2014
SETTING-UP
Development of Sustainability Framework
& creation of Board-level ESG Committee

2015
1ST GROUPWIDE REPORT
Adopted the GRI G4 Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines (Core Option) and is aligned with the
UN SDGs

2016
CAPACITY BUILDING
Trained key personnel across the SM
Group on sustainability reporting

2017
ENHANCED MATERIALITY & 
STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK  
REPORTING

Reviewed our impacts across our value chain and
collated stakeholder feedback

2018
GRI STANDARDS-ALIGNED SR
Completed the GRI Materiality Disclosures
Service

SMIC SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORTING JOURNEY

SM was founded by Henry Sy, Sr. on the notion
that business and social progress go hand in
hand.

1 |  Our Sustainability Reporting Journey  |  04.23.18



City Developments Limited (CDL) Singapore (Real estate)

Disclosing how the SDGs are linked to business strategy

City Developments Limited 
identifies 13 SDGs where it 
has assessed that its business 
strategy can have the most 
impact while also mitigating
risks to the company’s 
operations.



City Developments Limited (CDL) Singapore (Real estate)

Disclosing how the SDGs are linked to business strategy

TOR:



Lessons learned: role of organizational 
transformation in achieving the SDGs



Factors/functions essential to organizational transformation
towards sustainability 

The private sector  recognizes its critical role in nation-building.

Corporates have the governing responsibility and authority over their sphere or 
ecosystem.

Corporates have the influence and social capital among its peers and customers.

Corporates have an accountability to its stakeholders.

Strategic social investments can be implemented at scale through national and global 
partnerships to achieve impact.



Key driver for business sustainability

• Sustainability initiatives that were financially beneficial were 
pursued while those that did not present an immediate 
business case were not prioritised. 

• Change towards integrating sustainability was influenced by 
the organisation’s profit-seeking interpretive schemes and the 
associated calculative practices, and whilst this approach 
limited the depth of change, it did lead nevertheless to some 
degree of integration

• Understanding corporate processes in  developing a 
sustainability report, the hurdles faced by organisations and 
the way in which organisational change towards improved 
accountability occurs and can lead to changes in sustainability 
performance.  



info@globalreporting.org
www.globalreporting.org

Barbara Strozzilaan 336
1083 HN Amsterdam

The Netherlands

Amsterdam– Bogota – Hong Kong – Johannesburg – New Delhi – New York – São Paulo – Singapore

THANK YOU
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